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Budget boosted by
high enrollment
by Stew Galloway
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Unlike many small, private colleges which have been forced to
close, Hope has found itself in
excellent financial shape due t o
this fall's unexpectedly high enrollment.
WILLIAM ANDERSON, controller and chief fiscal officer,
stated, "Unless we see a reversal in
enrollment, I wouldn't anticipate
any increase in tuition other than
natural inflation."
With last y e a r ' s , d i m financial
projections, Anderson outlined
three solutions to the problem, all
of -which- have since occurred ; a
tuition increase, setting and reaching a goal of $ 7 0 0 , 0 0 0 for fundraising and faculty reduction.
AS TO THE latter, Hope is less
six faculty members. " N o t for
economic reasons, but because of
natural attrition," Anderson explained. And for the first time in
four years Hope raised 101 percent of its fund-raising goal.
Anderson c o m m e n t e d , "If the
money from these hadn't come in,

Martinez calls for justice

UFW continues fight for
by Annetta Miller
"To try to change conditions
without power is like trying to
move a car without gasoline. If
the workers are going to do anything they need their own power," said Cesar Chavez, President
of the United Farm Workers,
speaking of the nearly ten-year
struggle of the United Farm Workers for representation.
ON ONE SIDE of the struggle is
the UFW headed by Chavez. It is
seeking to organize farmhands
who harvest and pick much of the
lettuce consumed in the U.S.
On the other side are the growers, many of them large corporations. whose yearly crops bring
them about $200 million per year.
They oppose Chavez on grounds
that they already have contracts
with a rival union.
THE BOYCOTT by the UFW,
primarily of West Coast-grown
grapes and lettuce, is aimed at
sales and thus the p o c k e t b o o k s of
growers.
If a major part of the consuming public, through b o y c o t t , can
be persuaded to stop buying nonUFW produce, the UFW hopes to
pressure growers into recognizing
the right of the farmworkers to
have a voice in their own representation. They want the right to
select the union they wish to
bargain for them or no union at
all if that is their choice.
SINCE THEY first began organizing, the United Farm Workers
have had to face two problems
which industrial unions do not
have. One of these is the ability of
growers to deny the union recognition or election procedures.
Another is the difficulty of picketing an employer whose property
often covers a wide open area and
has numerous entrances through
which busloads of unorganized
workers can be brought, without
the unions having a chance to
make contact with t h e m .
According to David Martinez,
Western Michigan Boycott Coordinator f r o m Grand Rapids, one
important reason why the farm
workers have never won a major
strike in the fields is because of
these " s c a b " workers-illegal aliens smuggled in from across the
Mexican border who break UFW
strikes.
MARTINEZ SAID that although other organized labor
groups receive protection f r o m the
National Labor Relations Act,
whose provisions guarantee the
right to picket, the farm workers
d o not. However, according to
Martinez, Chavez doesn't really
want the act's inclusion since it
would prohibit the secondary
boycott technique used by the
UFW.

In the case of the secondary
boycott the union imposes itself
between the consumer and a store
or distributor, asking the consumer to boycott the latter until
he stops cooperating with the
grower by selling struck produce.
MARTINEZ O U T L I N E D past
years' development of the UFW.
"In 1965 farm workers began t o
work together but these efforts
failed because of violence on the
part of the workers and growers,"
Martinez said.
' i n 1967, unable to win representation, the farmworkers called
for a consumer boycott of g n p e s
and went across the country t o
win support
ACCORDING TO the UFW Information Bulletin, Dec. 1972
marked the California Supreme
Court ruling that farm workers
desire to be represented by the
UFW rather than the Teamsters"
in a landmark decision known as
Englund vs. Chavez. In Oct. 1973,
a federal Grand Jury investigated
the claim that lettuce growers
made illegal pay-offs to teamsters
officials.
Also in 1973 a commission of
religious and lay leaders polled
9 5 3 workers in 31 grape vineyards
to find out which union they
wanted to represent t h e m , the
report stated.
ACCORDING TO Martinez,
the result was 795 for the UFW,
80 for the teamsters, and 78 for
no union.
"Among
other
things the
Teamster contracts do not guarantee job security, hiring costs or
protection against pesticides, nor
do they provide for toilet facilities
in the fields. The wages are lower
than those that were negotiated
by the agreement that the growers
had signed with the United Farm
Workers," Martinez said.
THE UFW called for an election
for the workers to decide which
union they wanted to represent
t h e m , but the growers and Teamsters refused," he said.
The UFW report continued,
"In the summer of 1973 farm
workers struck the grape growers
as a protest over losing the representation of their choice. A campaign of violence was waged by
police, growers, and Teamsters
against the UFW workers. 3,538
were arrested, two were killed and
thousands were beaten. In that
same period, 63 injunctions were
issued prohibiting picketing, use
of bull-horns, unlawful assembly,
and a variety of legitimate picketing • and striking activity." In
August 1973 the A.F.L.-C.I.O. attempted to negotiate a settlement
between the UFW and the Teamsters.
IN NOV. 1973, the national
conference of Catholic Bishops

Leaf-lettuce salad is just one of the new sights and tastes at Saga as a
result of the UFW controversy.
voted unanimously to support the
consumer boycott of California
lettuce and grapes.
In April of 1974, the A.F.L.C.I.O. endorsed the grape and
lettuce boycott and President
George Meany asked all affiliates
to help bring the boycott message
to the public.
According to Martinez, a new
development in the TeamstersUFW battle transpired in the past
few days. New evidence has come
to light that former Nixon aide
Charles Colson and Teamster council sent a memo to the Justice
Department, the Labor Department, and the National Labor
Relations Board instructing these
agencies to stay out of the UFW
dispute.
"Only if you can find some
way to work against the Chavez
union should you take any action," Colson was reported to
have said. And in a second memo,
"We will be criticized if this thing
gets out of hand and there is
violence. We must stick to our
position."
" T h e Teamsters Union is now
organizing and will probably sign
up most of the grape growers this
coming spring ahd they will need
our support against the U F W " the
report quoted Colson.
According to Martinez, local
judges are issuing injunctions
which severly limit the effectiveness of the strike activities. De-

spite violence on the part of the
growers and local Sheriff Department officials, picket lines are
being maintained in a large area of
the Southwest. The strike has
apparently been somewhat successful with several large chain
stores in the c o u n t r y agreeing to
sell only UFW produce, Martinez
concluded.

large utility hikes and inflation
would have caused considerable
'belt-tightening' " .
FOR EXAMPLE, the plant operation budget was raised by
$ 5 7 , 0 0 0 in anticipation of utility
increases. "When we're in financial trouble, there's really no f;it
to work with. Academic programs
are the last to be cut. Plant
operation costs and salaries and
benefits are pretty fixed. The real
key is getting more s t u d e n l s , "
Anderson stated.
Another boost to Hope's hudget came f r o m a new program
established by the state of Michigan. ThisT rfew Incentive program
applies only to private colleges.
H o p e received $400 from the
state for each Hope graduate w h o
is a resident of Michigan. The
total income from this for last
year was $84,000.
WITH THIS NEW money, Anderson estimated that there could
be a contingency, (a safety margin, usually built into the budget)
of $100,000.
When asked why some of the
tuition hike couldn't be returned,
Anderson replied, " T h e money
does indirectly go back t o the
students since, for one thing, we
do expect them to be here for
four years."
" T H I S Y E A R ' S good posit i o n , " Anderson continued, "will
help us with next year's budget
decisions." Hope's budget is often
increased in an effort to equalize
inflation.
"Because of a good contingency we didn't have to do this last
y e a r , " Anderson stated. This
year's budget was increased a b o u t
seven percent whereas inflation
raised prices an average of ten
percent.
HOPE IS currently operating
under
the
proposed
budget
worked out last semester and this
summer. A final version of the
budget will be approved in October.
Anderson said that new areas
of additional expenses have been
added due to the availability of
more funds.
ONE CHANGE in the June
budget is additional appropriations for salaries. More financial
aid was also added because there
are
more students and
"we
wanted to keep the ratio level."
For the last few years there has
been a vacancy in the Development office, therefore more money went in that direction.
T H E R E WERE also higher appropriations for food services because of two extra boarding days
that were added to the calendar.
Hope also decided to increase
student wages to meet state minim u m wage requirements. Other
colleges were surveyed to see how
they responded and most of them
raised their wages accordingly.
Hope had been prepared to ask
the state for special certification
which would exclude the school
because of the bleak enrollment
and financial projections of last
spring.

Saga supplier reports
UFW lettuce
As of Tuesday, September 10,
Saga has obtained and will be
serving United Farmworkers lettuce, due to a recent availability
on the Grand Rapids Market, said
Food Service Director Jesse Newkirk.
"According to our information, it will be available every
T u e s d a y , " he explained. "We'll
try to buy what we can keep
fresh," He added that it is possible
Saga will run out of lettuce on the
weekends. Saga obtained 26 cases on September 10. Newkirk estimates student lettuce intake to be between
6 and 8 cases per day, so t h e
supply should last about 4 days
each week.
Jack Van Eardon, the Grand

available
Rapids supplier of Saga, said that
UFW lettuce will now be " p r e t t y
nearly
always available."
He
added, " S o m e days you w o n ' t
have lettuce, but it will be available every week for three or four
days."
When asked about the cost of
UFW lettuce as compared to o t h e r
lettuce. Van Eardon said, "By and
large, it's the same, but sometimes
it's higher than the market and
sometimes it's less than the mark e t . " The variation is due to
transportation costs and the supply and demand of the lettuce
market. Van Eardon Food Wholesalers is provided with lettuce by
Interharvest, the only company
which has supplies that are UFWrecognized.
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Student earns prize at
American song festival
Hone
Thomoson
Hope graduate G.M. Thompson
attended the American Song Festival which was held in Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. during the first two
weeks of school. T h o m s p o n , who
entered the contest and had a
song chosen f o r the ASF library,
recounts the events of the festival
in the following article.

competition
comoetition were dedicated to
performing the 36 semi-finalist
songs. Each night opened with an
overture by the ASF orchestra
saluting a famous composer. Then
we were introduced to our host
for the evening and the competition began. Each division of two
categories selected the best songs,
eventually naming the 12 finalists.

T h e American Song Festival is
the first international songwriting
competition t o be held in the
United States. In its first year of
existence it also became tfyc lar-^
gest such competition in hisfory,
with more than 60,000 entries
from 50 states and 24 foreign
countries.
THE FINALS, consisting of
four nights of competition and
concerts, were recently held in the
Performing Arts Center in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
Entries were made on tape
cassettes at t h e cost of $10.89 a
song. A song could be crossentered in more than one of six
musical categories: rock, popular,
jazz/rhythm
and
blues/soul,
gospel/religious, folk and country/
western for an additional $6.
EACH CATEGORY had an
amateur and professional division,
"professional" includes someone
who has had a work published
and/or is a member of ASCAP,
BMI, or SESAC, and "amateurs"
included the rest of us.
Hope had two entries to the
ASF, Senior G.M. Thompson and
English professor Jack Ridl. Out
of f o u r songs, one landed in the
ASF library, an honor given only
to those songs that made the third
and final stage of the judging but
did not win.
THE SONGS were judged by
entry number only and each musical category had a different set of
judges. Some 1400 t o 1500 songs
reached the last stage of judging
from which 36 semi-finalists were
chosen. The rest are kept in the
tibrary (which, by the way, is
open t o music publishers, record
companies and artists looking for
material to do.)
The semi-finalists were the
focus of t h e weekend in Saratoga
Springs. The most familiar names
among them were professional artists Kenny Loggins and Bobby
Goldsboro.
THE FIRST three nights of

PROBABLY the two most disappointing things about the American Song Festival were t h e attendance and the people who attended. The Performing A r t s Center at Saratoga Springs has seating
for 5,100 plus a lawn section. On
the best night, Sunday, there were
maybe 4 , 0 0 0 there; on t h e other
nights probably less than 2,500.
The A S F had a problem on its
hands when each night, they
would present a number of performers representing very different
musical styles. Thus, people who
came to hear rock did not necessarily get into the popular competition held that same night, but
nevertheless had to sit through the
performance.
IT SEEMED that many of
them, f r o m teenagers to adults,
were impatient, inconsiderate and
just plain rude, shouting insults
during performances, booing and
causing disturbances during breaks
to set u p acts. At times the
audience's attitude seemed to say,
"I d o n ' t give a damn what this
means or represents or what these
people are trying to do, just give
me what t w a n t to hear." And the
American Song Festival is much
too important to be dealt with in
that way.
For t h e ASF is the first wide
open way that young songwriters
can get their material exposed to a
number of very professional people and get started on a career
without spending years at menial
jobs waiting for the mystical "big
break."
THE ASF is the most important tool, road and h o p e that
undiscovered songwriters have.
They should respect it, support it
and involve themselves in it.
The same goes for non-songwriters ^too, because besides it
being " . . . about time something
was d o n e to find young songwriters in this 'country," it was
also, to use Paul Williams' words,
" . . . O n e hell of a p a r t y . "

Not to be taken for a geology class field trip, these workers discuss the task of replacing the hot water return
line next to Graves Hall. The pipe, which caused last week's steam leak, was found to be full of holes.
Maintenance department estimates put the cost of repair between four and five thousand dollars.

Applications double

Committee members named
The Student Congress Executive Council met last week to
interview 55 student applicants
for 39 committee positions. Student Congress President Jim Beran
said that he was excited about the
number and quality of this year's
applicants.
"Twice as many students applied for committee positions this
year as did last year. It shows that
students are concerned and willing
to get involved. I think it's a great
way to start off the new-school
year," Beran remarked.
The council appointed the following people to the following
committees:
Admissions and Financial A i d Brent Upchurch and Ken Hoesch
A t h l e t i c - D o u g Oliver and Tim
Van Heest
Cultural A f f a i r s - K e v e n Echart,
Melody Washington, George Latzanich and Sue Poppink
C u r r i c u l u m - J i m Donkersloot
and Steve Hoogerwerf
Extra-curricular
Activities-

Anne Colyer, John Bechtel and
Eric Bjerregaard
International E d u c a t i o n - S u s a n
Michel and Tim Mulder
Religious L i f e - D e b Gray and
Bob Luidens
Student A p p r o p r i a t i o n s - D i c k
Thayer, Roger Prindle, Robert
Kruse, Rick Gillette, Willie Cunningham, Dave Blauw, Nancy Ponstein and Claire Campbell
Student Communications and

Student Standing and
Appeals-James Cannon, Deb Maxwell and Frank D'Oro
Judiciary B o a r d - J o h n Smith
Student C o n d u c t - L e s l i e Cameron, J o h n Schrier, Jim Harris and
Therese Azkoul

Giant

USED BOOK SALE
NOW THROUGH SEPTEMBER 28TH
MORE THAN 1,416 TO CHOOSE FROM

25c each
Fiction, Non-Fiction, Biography, History, Cookbooks,
Children's Books and Many More!

^ *

** & *

Baker Book House
48 E. 8TH STREET IN HOLLAND
Baker Studen Coupon NOT VALID During this Sale!

The Rookie

Every Wednesday

by Robert Kruse and Charles Pruim
" N e x t , please."
A person with a familiar slope to his nose and
beedy eyes entered the-room.
"DICK, WHY was ya released from your j o b ? "
"Well, Glenn, I lost my base."
- "Yeah, dat figures . . . doz t w o guys did have a
key to da music building. But what was ya doing in
da meanwhile?"
"I T R I E D selling used cars in San Clemente but
couldn't make lunch money. I even stooped so low
as to try my luck with selling mail order tap-dance
lessons but that didn't pan out either. So I
hitchhiked around and tried to get my head
together."
"Yeah, I've always wanted ta do dat, too. I see
dat on y o u r application, ya listed a pretty impressive set of references . . . Sammy Davis, Jr., Robert
M. Vesco and Mr. Ed, the talking horse."
" Y E S . MY T R U E friends stuck with m e . "
"Ya list your health as good, doesn't your
iphlebitus bother ya n o m o r e ? "
"Only when I see a newspaper."
" D O N T WORRY, dere's never no readin' goin'
on in dis office. Dere's no time for dat. Every
second you're out dere your life's on da line. It's
you against da animals in da Blackboard Jungle. Da
press will hound ya day and night when y o u r only
tryin' ta do your j o b . "
" Y o u sound like a good (expletive deleted). I've
travelled the same r o a d . "
S O M E T I M E S YA gotta get tough with da bums.
Ya knows ya got guts when ya can kick-somebody
off a pinball machine after they double m a t c h . "
"Heh-heh, sounds like something u p my alley."
" Y O U SOUND like a good (expletive deleted),
»>
too. As far as I'm concerned ya gots the job. 1

Media-Kay Moores, Bruce Martin, Pam Gaulke, Kathleen Frances, Dee Faller and Dale Quackenbush

is the

TLAIHDNG HOG NTH'
•

t

-
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at Coral Gables
OLD CROW BAR
Saugatuck, Michigan

r

geat

I t !

35c Drinks and 35c Beers
$1.00 Admission

8 till 10:30

All This a n d More In '74
"Before I go I have t o ask you about those
interesting vases."
"Vases!? Dose ain't vases! Grab dat red one with
da two hoses and . . . "
'V- " - ^
•' •
•
•
•/ •

HELP WANTED Guys and Dolls, Waiters and Waitresses

»
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Faculty suggest governance system improvements
by Robert Eckert
T h e North Central Association
of
Colleges
and
Secondary
Schools' description of Hope's
board and committee structure as
"over-organized and unduly complicated," the Student Congress's
proposal for c o m m u n i t y review of
board decisions (ind a recent
workshop at Marigold Lodge for
the improvement of the board
structure has made Hope's governance system an item for close
consideration.
AS IT C U R R E N T L Y stands,
Hope's governance system consists
of three major policy making
boards:' the Academic Affairs
Board, the Administrative Affairs
Board and the Campus Life
Board. Each of these boards has
specific standing committees under its jurisdiction. These committees are designed to aid the boards
in carrying out the tasks under
their jurisdictions.
T h e various divisions and subdivisions in practice prove t o be,
in the words of the North Central
Association, "time-consuming."
T H E R E A R E basically two
possibilities for improving Hope's
governance system. One is t o devise a new plan based on new
assumptions. T h e other is to revise
the present plan on assumptions
already made. The latter seems to
be the best approach in the minds
of several people w h o
have
worked on the boards and committees.
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs Robert DeYoung stated
that he believes in the c o m m u n i t y
government c o n c e p t - t h e basis for
t h e structure we now h a v e - b u t
also stated that it "does become
cumbersome."
HE ADDED, "We need to
maintain the concept, but to do
that the system needs to be
streamlined." DeYoung, who attended the workshop at Marigold
Lodge, reported that one of the
ideas that came out of lit was to'
lessen the n u m b e r ot- standing
committees and to use more ad
hoc committees to deal with immediate situations as t h e y arise.
Under this plan the appointm e n t and charge of an ad hoc
committee would -be up to the
discretion of the board under
whose jurisdiction the situation
fell.
THE IDEA for more" ad hoc

committees and fewer standing
committees has also been received
favorably b y Provost David Marker. Marker's reasoning is that committees should be "task-oriented."
He cited as an example his
desire to develop a strategy for
continuing education. Marker observed that by using an ad hoc
committee t o deal with that specific task people could be chosen
with interest, qualifications and
willingness to be involved with it
in t h e f u t u r e .
DR. L A M B E R T Ponstein also
voiced concern over the n u m b e r
of standing committees that are
cuirently
maintained. He described t h e situation as "overc o m m i t t e e d , " calling for a general
elimination of standing c o m m i t tees. Ponstein stated that t h e facu l t y should be concerned only
a b o u t academic affairs, noting
t h a t ,4 we pay administrators to
m a k e the o t h e r decisions."
As an example, Ponstein cited
t h e Student Standing and Appeal
C o m m i t t e e . He listed the provost,
t h e two divisional deans and the
chairman of the d e p a r t m e n t involved in a s t u d e n t ' s appeal as a
c o m m i t t e e that exists inherently
in the organization of the school.
SCHEDULING, which is currently d o n e by the Administrative
Affairs Board, was another of
Ponstein's examples. He contends
t h a t calendar decisions can be
made m o r e easily by administrative officials.
Although the idea of going to
ad hoc committees t o handle specific issues as they arise has merit.
Dr. John Hollenbach, professor of
English and Dr. Charles H u t t a r ,
professor of English and chairman
of the d e p a r t m e n t , indicated that
t h e improvement of Hope's syst e m of governance depends on
other factors.
HOLLENBACH, who was the
chairman of the c o m m i t t e e that
designed the present system in
1968, remarked that the system
•itself is s o u n d j but that its success
•depentl^ on t h e people w h o work
it.-Tie stated that in many cases
when the system hasn't worked
it's due t o a lack of understanding
of the f r a m e w o r k .
Hollenbach elaborated his defense of the present structure, "I
feel we have a system which allows f o r ideas and criticism to
come f r o m any source and be
considered." He added that to

m a k e that possible, " y o u have t o spect f o r t h e . view ^of student
invent an elaborate s y s t e m . "
representatives.
HUTTAR
ACCEDED
that
B E R A N R E F E R R E D to last
cases might arise which would year's consideration of his prorequire t h e f o r m a t i o n of an ad
posal f o r d o r m self-governance.
h o c c o m m i t t e e within t h e board
When s t u d e n t opinion was being
and c o m m i t t e e structure, but
assessed, there were n u m e r o u s
d i d n ' t see a general switch t o ad
calls f o r student surveys, in
hoc committees as necessary.
Beran's words t h e " s t u d e n t repre" T h e standing committees we
sentatives weren't t r u s t e d . "
have now have enough of a charge
Hopefully, many of t h e quest o keep t h e m going."
tions will be answered by t h e
Huttar also cited t h e standing analysis of t h e structure which the
c o m m i t t e e s ' task of maintaining a Administrative Affairs Board is
policy in a given area. Thus, a • planning. According t o board
proposal would be acted on in the chairman George Ralph, dean for
context of an ongoing policy. humanities and arts, there are
Huttar stated that this continuity
many considerations his board inof polioy would not be possible in tends t o make.
a system of ad h o c committees.
ONE O F R A L P H ' S concerns is
" Y O U MIGHT have more en- with t h e fact that there are t w o
thusiasm o n t h e part of the mem- types of standing committees.
bers of an ad h o c committee, but
Ralph describes t h e m as task force
there will be more spinning of
committees and policy-making
wheels."
committees. T h e former, he obBut, a change in the system
served, have specific tasks to perwill u n d o u b t e d l y take longer than f o r m and rarely report to the
this school year, so the current
parent board.
concern is making the system that
With the latter, however, reis. work as effectively as possible. ports are continually made to the
DEYOUNG CALLED for the
parent c o m m i t t e e , o f t e n with the
boards and committees to be result of t h e board re-examining
more conscious of their purposes.
the issue that t h e c o m m i t t e e has
He indicated that many of the just examined.
committees'
responsibilities
RALPH S T A T E D that if the
are vague, while there are some
boards would more quickly accept
areas of concern on campus that
committee work it would increase
aren't covered by t h e standing
efficiency by eliminating repeticommittees.
tion of work and encouraging
HE MENTIONED Associate
committee members t o work
Dean of S t u d e n t s Michael Gerrie's harder.
concern that there is currently no
Ralph also expects the AdAB
committee whose specific task is t o consider the new divisional
to deal with residence hall living.
dean structure with regard to how
Student Congress President Jim
it can contribute to the efficiency
Beran, w h o also supports the idea
of the governance system.
of ad hoc committees, stated that
IN ADDITION, Ralph sees the
t h e present system could be im- need for an examination of the
proved with better leadership
" s t r u c t u r e and term of appointskills on the part of board and
ments to boards and c o m m i t t e e s "
c o m m i t t e e chairmen and more re-

t o insure that faculty members
have the o p p o r t u n i t y t o become
involved in areas they're interested in.
Ralph echoed DeYoung's sentiments in stating, " T h e . boards
need t o be absolutely clear as to
•their charge. There's a lack of
clarity that could be eliminated
with definite statements of purpose."
RALPH COMPARED a faculty
member's responsibility t o a committee with that of a student to a
class. "If you put the necessary
time into it, you'll get something
out of i t . " He added that in his
experience unprepared board and
committee m e m b e r s have o f t e n
hampered the policy-making process. ^
T h e presidential veto power
v
and faculty review have b o t h received criticism as detrimental to
the concept of c o m m u n i t y government. Most recently, t h e Student Congress has questioned the
validity of such powers in a system that divides the responsibility
among all members of t h e community.
BOTH DEYOUNG and Marker
supported the idea of a presidential veto. DeYoung pointed
out that t h e president is t h e one
who is ultimately responsible for
any decision, while Marker emphasized that the president "has
his finger on the pulse of the
whole c o m m u n i t y . "
Marker added, " T h e president
is in the best position to know all
the implications of a proposal."
Faculty review, on the other
hand, met with some criticism.
Hollenbach stated that faculty
tend to remain uninvolved with
the positive aspects of policy-making because they can fall back on
faculty review.

DELS GUITAR
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Guitar Construction,
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bhe gjyy/bore bhe golr (ove
59 E. 8TH STREET IN HOLLAND
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BELL
BOTTOMS
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Do You Have the
DORMITORY DRABS?
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Democracy, a myth?
The comments in this week's
story concerning Hope's governance
system seem to indicate a consensus
among members of the Hope community that the concept behind the
system is basically sound, but certain
revisions need to be made.
We support the idea of examining
the effectiveness of the board and
committee structure, but we'll never

know if we're using the best governance system possible until a close
examination of the assumptions
maintaining it is made. Specifically,
the question of whether or not democracy is necessarily the best foundation on which to build a college
government needs to be asked.
It is taken for granted that all
members of the Hope community
have a vital interest in every policy
or decision that is formulated, when
the fact may very well be that many
of us are too interested in our studies,
social life or other activities to be
effective contributors to a community governance system.
Dr. Ponstein is on the right track
in many ways. The basic structure of
the school has inherent capabilities
for policy-making procedures. Beyond those capabilities basic boards
are all that is really necessary. A
board's hearing a proposal and appointing any necessary ad hoc committees has to be more efficient than

a board and committee passing a
proposal back and forth with duplications of labor as presently occurs.
We hope when the Administrative
Affairs Board looks at the board and
committee structure, it considers the
decisions that have been made by the
boards since 1968, to determine how
many of them could have been made
with less time but equal campus
support by administrative, faculty or
student personnel present in the
basic set-up of the school.
Much of the work done by the
Campus Life Board could be handled
by the Student Congress, if that
body were given the power. Likewise, faculty are equipped to decide
on most academic matters and the
administration is capable of determining its policies.
The worries that come out of this
idea are that one group might make a
decision unfavorable to another. But
it makes sense that persons most,
qualified and most directly affected
should have the responsibility in a
given area. Considering the fact that
we all have a stake in the welfare of
Hope as a whole, we could expect
the various interest groups to adopt
policies beneficial to the entire community, as well as to themselves. A
group's expertise would be coupled
with its concern for the entire community, yielding the most productive
ideas.
Whether or not the boards themselves are determined to be useful,
however, the basic question remains:
is the notion that the entire community must be involved in every
decision accurate?
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Lover's quarrel
©1974, The Los Angeles Times Syndicate

Dear Gerry,

By the time you find this note I will be
gone. I don't know how to tell you this,
but the honeymoon is over. I guess I
should have known it wouldn't last forever,
but I didn't think it would end so soon.
HOW COULD y o u do it, Gerry? 1
believed everything you told me. We were
so happy together, and I was so proud
when people would point us out and giggle,
' T h e y ' r e o n their h o n e y m o o n . "
What a glorious month we had. As far as
I was concerned, you could do no wrong. I
hung o n t o every word you said. After my
bitter breakup with "you-know-who," I
thought you were different. He lied t o me
and cheated on me and treated me like a
fool.
I SAID I would never fall in love again.
And
then you came along with your honest
vanced
the
farm
worker's
standard
of
We support the United Farm Workers
face
and strong jaw and sincere smile and
boycott of non-UFW lettuce and grapes. living, while other unions claiming to repreThis boycott is essential for advancing sent the laborer generally have not, t o a damned if m y heart didn't go flip-flop.
I said to myself you were special. You
social and economic justice for farm work- significant extent. Often, unions other than
knew
right from wrong, and you would
the UFW have contributed more to the
ers.
The plight of farm workers demands the pockets of management, than t o the des- never be swayed by a lot of rhetoric and
double talk. Gerry, you promised me you
attention of us all. Low wages, unsafe perate needs of the worker.
wouldn't d o anything until justice t o o k its
The small sacrifice we make by not
housing, exposure to dangerous pesticides
course. You told me under the stars as we
are living conditions none of us would eating lettuce when UFW produce is unheld
hands t h a t the long nightmare was
tolerate. While we at Hope debate issues of available is trivial compared t o the sufferover
and
we would love each other forever
personal freedom of choice in the con- ing of our brothers, the farm workers.
and ever..
: . .
sumption of lettuce, the exploitation of
The Ministry of Christ's People Staff
OH,
G
E
R
R
Y
,
what
made
you
change
f a r m workers continues.
Scott Westendorp
your
mind?
What
happened
t
o
all
those
The Hope community can aid the nonVaughn Maatman
dreams you had for us?
violent struggle of the UFW by continuing
Kristi Droppers
I know you tried to explain it t o me.
t o instruct Saga food service not to purPaul Timmer
You
said you had to forgive •'you-knowchase lettuce and grapes not picked by
w h o " as an act of compassion because he
Assistants to t h e Chaplain
members of the UFW.
had suffered enough. But he hasn't sufMike Riksen, Bob Luidens
Historically, the UFW has usually adfered half as much as we have, Gerry. Well
never know all the things he did to us.
. EVEN NOW he refuses to admit that he
did anything wrong. He keeps talking

Letters

Students favor boycott

S.C. power questioned

I find it in no way out of character for
t h e UFW boycott supporters to refuse t o
allow students the right to choose individually whether or not we will support the
b o y c o t t , since Cesar Chavez, the UFW
president, does not allow his workers the
right to choose, in secret elections, which
union they will join.
In Newsletter, Assemblyman Ray Seeley
quotes Chavez as saying, " T h e secret ballot
is for sophisticated workers; the bpen
Fallot is for my workers." His chief assist a n t , Dolores Huerta, also speaking in
opposition to secret ballot elections, said in
t h e Salinas Californian June 22, 1971,
" F a r m workers don't understand democracy; they don't know what an election is."
The San Diego Union reported, "In the
Coachella Valley when the UFW contracts
expired, the Te«msters exhibited petitions
signed by 3,000 workers asking to switch
f r o m the Chavez union t o the Teamsters."
Just as the workers are forced to join
t h e UFW with no choice by secret elections, so we students are also forced t o
accept the "UFW lettuce o r j i o n e " policy
passed by last year's Student Congress

about mistakes in judgment. They weren't
mistakes in judgment, and you know it.
They were criminal acts and you had no
right to forgive him before we knew what
they were.
I'm sorry I sound bitter, Gerry. 1 don't
want to. I guess anyone who's been on a
honeymoon and thei\ discovers his mate is
. not a knight in shining armor would feel ;
the same way.
SUNDAY, AFTER you told me what
you were going to do, I decided t o go see
Evel Knievel j u m p over the Snake River in
his steam rocket. I thought this would
make me forget. But it did just the
opposite. As I stared at the red, white and
blue Sky Cycle, I thought of us going off
into space together.
I could see us flying across chasms and
mountains sharing the danger and thrills
that had been so much a part of our
honeymoon.
BUT THEN AS the rocket filled with
.hot air and the steam built up and the
vehicle started lifting off the ramp, something happened. Before it got o f f , a parachute opened and, instead of streaking out
across the canyon, t h e rocket nose-dived
and floated head first, crash-landing o n the
rocky bank of the Snake River.
At that moment, Gerry, I broke into
tears. I wasn't crying f o r E v e l - I was crying
for us. The rocket more than anything
symbolized our h o n e y m o o n . It looked so
beautiful on the pad with all that steam
coming out of its nozzles, its nose pointed
toward the sky as if t o say, "Here I come
world, ready or n o t . "
. The only trouble, Gerry, with Evel's
rocket and your rocket on Sunday about
<4
you-know-who" is that neither • one of
them would ever f l y . - A . B .
P.S. Don't try t o find me.

without any student approval referendum.
I feel that it is about time that the
Student Congress and we at Hope individually affirm our belief in the right of human
choice by giving Saga borders the individual right to choose what lettuce they
eat;

*
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John Yeutter

Renner cites error
The Sept. 6 edition of the anchor stated
in a headline that 1 am seeking an editor
for the Milestone. This is incorrect.
1 am not looking for an editor for the
Milestone because the student body hasn't
determined if it wants a yearbook and the
Student Congress has not come up with a
plan to guarantee its financial solvency.
When student interest is determined and a
financial plan devised I will be happy to
serve as advisor of the yearbook staff.
Until that time I believe it is inappropriate t o seek a staff for something that
doesn't exist because of a lack of funding.
. Thomas Renner
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Southern history seen as ironic, tragic
The paradoxes at the core of
ciate themselves f r o m the one
WOODWARD'S VIEW of his- slavery in the 1840s and 50s and
discredited aspect.
tory is affected by his strong the American defense of capital- southem life, although they have
produced misery and catastrophe
Woodward believes that what is desire to find answers in the past ism in the 1940s and says that
on
many levels, have formed the
distinctive about the South is its which will aid the quest for solu- Americans have much to learn
materials for a literary expression
past experience. Unlike the rest of tions t o present problems. While from the southern experience.
uniquely powerful in our time. A
WHILE
THE
tragic
aspects
and
this
is
certainly
a
commendable
t h e country, the South has experirealization of the human condienced military defeat, significant and often legitimate process, occa- ironic implications of American
C. Vann Woodward's The Bursionally it can produce distor- history have been obscured by the tion is especially evident in southden of Southern
History
is a and long-lasting poverty, and frusem twentieth century literature.
national legends of success and
collection of essays written be- tration and guilt over slavery and tions.
THE SOUTHERN writer sugWoodward is a master at the victory and illusions of innocence
tween 1950 and 1960. The revised t h e discrimination that followed.
IN CONTRAST t o the typical technique of drawing parallels be- and virtue, the South has never gests that there are other bases for
1970 edition also contains two of
fellow sympathy and democratic
tween the past and the present, as clung to the illusion that "history
his more recent essays. One of t h e American optimism and belief in
process than man's inevitable
is something unpleasant that hapmain purposes of Woodward's progress, the South was basically The Burden of Southern History
goodness, and that a commonpens to other people."
studies is t o define t h e distinctive pessimistic in its social outlook plainly reveals, but in several inwealth of mutual respect and conSouthem
participation
in
the
character of the southern heritage; and moral philosophy. T h e South stances he has had to modify his
structive effort can be built upon
legends of progress, success and
t o capture something of ti^e es- has also been an organic society original theses. One case is his
an awareness of our inevitable evil
with strong communal ties, unlike "deferred c o m m i t m e n t " essay, victory was vicarious at best. In
sence of southemism.
- ^
rather than upon the realization
Woodward's " A Second Look at
THE TWO THEMES of south- t h e rest of the nation which has where he tried to show that beof our perfectible selves.
the Theme of Irony," written in
em history which emerge and tie tended toward mobility and indif- cause promises of equality were a
It seems to me that Woodcentury old, it made more sense 1968, he sees that history has
the essays together are irony and ference t o place.
As a result of its unique histori- to abandon segregation and give begun to catch up with Ameri- ward's belief concerning the reletragedy. Woodward's essays cover
vance of the southem experience
cans, and that the national legends
a wide range of topics, and the cal experience, the South has es- equality to blacks.
for the nation as a whole can also
THERE IS a tension in Wood- have been challenged by the war
validity of his conclusions is rein- caped some of the limiting consebe expressed in literary terms. The
in Vietnam and the black revolt in
forced by the extent and variety quences of the typical American ward between his devotion t o the cities. Again he turns to the
tremendous impact that the
experience, such as the over-em- liberal goals and his devotion t o
of his subjects.
southem writers have had on the
phasis on material things, the historical realism, and that tension southem experience and finds it
If The Burden of Southern
world shows to a painful extent
valuable. Woodward ends his essay
History can be viewed as an exam- myths of innocence and national has produced, to a limited degree, with ihese words:
how intelligible the southern exa misinterpretation of the past.
ple of Woodward's " w a y of doing invincibility and the worship of
perience has become to the naHowever, Woodward has always
history," o n e can safely say that success.
. . . we know f r o m the south- tion.
ALTHOUGH homogenization acknowledged evidence contrary
he understands the role of the
The Burden of Southern Hisem
experience that the politihistorian t o be that of recorder of the South is taking place now. to his position and modified his
tory
is a joy to read. Woodward is
cal
and
economic
revolution
Woodward firmly believes that a statements accordingly.
and commentator.
an
original
and sensitive scholar
will have to be accompanied by
Woodward's conviction" that
WOODWARD WAS b o m in homogenized future should be ina revolution in attitudes as well and expresses himself well in essay
history should speak to and guide
Arkansas in 1908. He received fluenced by what it remembers;
and as wholesale abandonment form. He attempts to be both
namely, the reality of defeat and responses to the present is successdegrees f r o m Emory University in
of myths-particularly those of objective and compassionate as he
guilt, the knowledge that life is fully employed in his t w o essays
Atlanta and the University of .
moral complacency and inno- regards the South, and the conclunot contingent upon affluence, on the irony of southem history.
North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
cence and those that hold sions he comes to are valid and
and the relationships that are pos- Woodward believes that history
b o t h strategic points in the South
equality and justice and virtue meaningful for both the North
involves an awareness of the tragic
sible in an organic society.
in the late 1920s and early 30s.
compatible with opulence. In and the South.
Recent scholarship has shown aspects of life which lie beyond
There the post-bellum South,
all this, Americans might have
that Woodward's thesis in the human control.
running about thirty years behind
something to leam, if they
THE
AMERICAN
experience
essay, "Equality: the Deferred
t h e calendar, began t o move into
would, from t h e un-American
C o m m i t m e n t " is untenable, and lacks this basic historical compothe twentieth century, and one
and ironic experience of the
nent; it is a record of success,
in the 1970 edition of The Burden
could observe the breaking u p of
South with history.
immune
from
the
forces
of
hisof Southern
History Woodward
the post-confederate monolith.
Bruce McCombs, assistant proIN " T H E Historical Dimenacknowledges this in a postscript. tory. Typically, America views her
While at Emory, Woodward was What the essay says is that there past in moralistic, rather than
fessor
of art, recently had an
sion," Woodward deals with the
influenced by the head of t h e were three war aims during the historical terms; in terms of cateflowering of the southem literaiy etching entitled "Main Street" inCommission on Inteijacial Justice Civil War: the preservation of the gorical choice between right and
renaissance. He finds in the writ- cluded in the National Multimedia
in Atlanta, and by t h e liberal and Union, freedom for t h e slaves and wrong, rather than in terms of the
ings of Faulkner, Porter and Wolfe 74 Exhibition held at the Erie Art
o u t s p o k e n . Emory debate coach. '•equality f o r t h e freedmen. The ambiguities and moral comproan expression of the southern Center, Erie, Pennsylvania.
WOODWARD VALUES the
The exhibition will circulate to
ethic:
the haunting sense of guilt,
first two aims were acted upon, mises inherent in t h e human posisouthern heritage. Although he but not the third. According to tion.
museums
and art centers throughthe sense of place, and the overrejects southern attitudes toward Woodward there never was an
Woodward draws parallels be- whelming consciousness of the out the country for the next two
race he does not regard this as a
years. •
past in the present.
equality proclamation, although tween the southem defense of
rejection of southemism, which
the commitment was made.
he says cannot be defined in terms
WOODWARD IS trying to
of. segregation and white supremmake the past speak to t h e presacy. In his essay, ' T h e Search for
e n t ; to make it obvious to the
Southern Identity," Woodward
American people that they destates:
faulted on a past promise to the
If southemism is allowed t o
blacks and therefore have a presbecome identified with a last
ent obligation to fulfill that promditch defense of segregation, it
The following anchor review is street as a self-appointed vigilante. primitive. Undoubtedly it is so.
^ise.
will increasingly lose its apOther scholars have hesitated
written by freshman John Schol- Almost a dozen muggers are killed The New York Times sees the
peal. . . . Many will be tempted
in the film, some of them while book by Brian Garfield as "a scary
to read the p r o m i s e " of t h e past ten, He reviews the movie Death
to reject their entire regional
accosting Bronson, some while novel." There is little doubt in my
in this way or to agree that the
Wish directed by Michael Winner.
identification in order to dissobeating up drunks and other in- mind that once this movie hits the
U.S. made a firm commitment a
country full force, we'll all see a
nocent victims.
century ago to racial equality in
good
number of vigilante groups
A
MUGGING
takes
place
in
Charles Bronson . . . rugged inany full sense. There is evidence
spring
up once again.
New York City every 12 seconds.
of preponderant northern senti- dividualist out there battling the
Paul believed that nobody should
forces of evil. Director Michael
ment against equality.
Perhaps what Winner is trying
have to walk down the street to tell us in Death Wish is that in
IN THE "deferred commit- Winner's brilliant screenplay pits
half-paralyzed with fear that our eagemess t o safeguard the
m e n t " essay. Woodward does not Charles Bronson playing Paul, a
somebody could come leaping out rights of the accused, we have
well-to-do
business
executive,
The Hope Band will perform a insist that the attitudes ^ of the
of a doorway with a switchblade weakened the law's effectiveness
traditional rendition of Tschaikov- northern public and the Repub- against the evils of New York
at any second. He muses, "I don't for protecting individuals and sosky's " 1 8 1 2 " Overture, with lican party were absolutely uni- City. His is a one man crusade
want
to ask questions. I want to
against
muggers.
ciety. He is also speaking for our
Chaplain William Hillegonds man- fied behind equality, but he does
protect
my life. What in this day
AFTER
PAUL'S
wife
and
imply
that
a
good
deal
of
unificaprimal need of self-preservation
ning the cannon, in t h e first conand age makes that simple desire
that must somehow find its way
cert of t h e year t o be held tion and certainty were present daughter, played by Hope Lange
so incredibly wrong?"
and
Kathleen
Jonas,
respectively,
and
expressed
in
a
commitment
to
back to its proper place in our
Wednesday at 5 pm in the Pine
As a benighted idealist, a man
are attacked in their own home
equality.
priorities.
Grove.
who had seen injustice and frusHowever, in a 1966 essay and brutally beaten for want of
Other works include a perforDeath Wish is par excellence.
tration to an unbearable degree,
mance
of
Rimsky-Korsakov's Woodward explicitly reversed his money, Paul becomes righteously
The music accompanying the film
Paul's actions seem logical and
Trombone Concerto with Scott position and declared that on the indignant. "I'm so sick of revolvleaves a great deal to be desired,
justifiable. The New York City
Bradley as trombonist, a Baroque issue of black equality, the Re- ing-door courts and the red-tape
Police embarrassed by a 50 per- but the audio is not too important
suite by Jeremiah Clarke and a publican party remained "divided, delirium and the God-damned Suto the overall meaning of the film.
hesitant, and unsure of its pur- preme Court . . . if the police cent reduction in street crimes,
group of marches.
The
movie as a whole is well
A picnic supper will be served pose. The historic commitment to don't protect us, maybe we ought apprehend the dedicated vigilante
worth
seeing and even if you
simply to suggest that he leave
by Saga for students. Guests may equality it eventually made was t o do it ourselves."
don't respond positively to the
His wife dies of her wounds, town.
purchase meal tickets. In case of lacking in clarity, ambivalent in
show, you will find that it generMANY ARE likely to label this
rain, the concert and meal will be purpose, and capable of numerous his daughter winds u p in a mental
ates a great deal of thought.
hospital and Paul takes to the movie dangerous, reactionary and
interpretations."
moved to Phelps Hall.
The following anchor review is
written by junior Leslie Cameron.
She reviews C. Vann Woodward's
book The Burden of Southern
History,

McCombs
art exhibited

Death Wish reviewed

Bronson-a modern vigilante

Band concert
set for Wed.
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Faculty art;
'refreshing,
disturbing,
intriguing'
In the following -review, Dr.
Stephen Hemenway, assistant professor of English, describes his
reactions to the faculty art show
currently on exhibit in the DeWitt
Cultural Center art gallery.

PRINCE'S
RESTAURANT
PIZZA AND
DELICATESSEN

JUST $4.50
BUYS YOU AND
3 FRIENDS...
1 4" l item Pizza
Pitcher of Pop
Make your own salad!
TRY PRINCE'S:
Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
%-lb. Hot Dogs
And Many Others

174 RIVER AVENUE
PHONE
AHEAD FOR
TAKE-OUT AND
DELIVERY

396-8193
i tif/t

Nancy Taylor's garden, and a cup
I'm y o u r average klutz, kibitzof cold Darjeeling tea.
ing daily in t h e kletz, blithely
I EXPECT an art show t o
indifferent to t h e assorted objects
startle,
satisfy and stimulate me
entombed in t h e forbidding art
simultaneously. (Forgive all the
sanctuary overhead.
1 AMBLE UPSTAIRS, lounge alliteration; I've been rereading Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight
around while teaching freshmen
lately.) This exhibit hits two out
how to be better criminals and
of three, and a batting average of
comparer-contrasters, and simply
.667 isn't t o o bad at this time of •
yawn twice when passing the usuthe
baseball season.
ally locked house of artistic wonStartled I'm n o t . There is
ders nearby.
scarcely
anything splashy or stunYes, I ' m the art d e p a r t m e n t ' s
ning
in
terms of technique or
definition of Everyperson Hope
content. "Deja v u " is d o m i n a n t ,
and, hence, eminently qualified t o
probably because I saw last year's
opine profundities a b o u t "Five
Points of View," the current col- faculty show, and this year's is
largely a demonstration of new
lection of faculty art covering the
cold walls of the DeWitt gallery. directions for old concerns. Since
I don't expect Jack Ridl to invent
THE ART profs quivered on
novel poetic f o r m s and themes
hearing my critical qualifications:
each year, it is equally unfair to
flunking " C l a y " in kindergarten,
wholesale
innovation
tossed out of "Life Drawing" f o r - demand
from artists exploring new thorimpure thoughts, running the rival
oughfares in a once familiar city.
Chidiock
Tichborne
Memorial
QUESTIONS ABOUND. Not
Nonpaper Mini-Gallery in Van
Raalte (free admission), and dev- the usual queries: $ 1 , ? 5 0 for
astating the drama . d e p a r t m e n t • blowtorched rags? why d o you
with a more than lukewarm re- use so much black and white? are
the fish Christian symbols? is she
view of Cabaret.
having an orgasm? Mine may be
Like Ado Annie f r o m Oklahoma, "1 cain't say n o . " So here 1 equally inane: are the floating
cubes looking for a home? will the
sit, puzzling over how to evaluate
figures on the staircases ever cease
the exhibit I previewed last Friday
and rechecked last Tuesday. Be- their frenzy? will the bronze figures ever touch and fall in love?
fore me are eleven pages of notes
will the mixed media canvases
and diagrams, reticent statements
metamorphose in time?
on the creative process by craftsDel Michel's cubes hovering in
men with multicolored fingernails
a
many-hued
atmosphere are most
and overalls, two tomatoes f r o m

Step Up Into
High Fashion in
Junior Apparel at

the
stairca e
BROWNSTONE ALLEY
80 E. 8th St. HOLLAND
PHONE (616) 396-4569

for
junior
sizes

• ^

BRUCE MCCOMBS, the blackintriguing. Intentionally creating
and-white
etcher n o t afraid t o
tensions between soft and hard
admit
that
print
reproductions are
forms, Michel then tries t o exert
good sellers, is a master of detail.
enough control over objects and
"Albatross I I , " an aerial view of a
space t o make sense. Each work,
modern city d o m i n a t e d by a
acrylic or pencil, achieves a
World War I airplane, is ostensibly
unique e f f e c t .
a study of rectangular shapes until
" R H O D O D E N D R O N " shows
one
adds u p the h o s t of rounded
t h e flower literally plugged into a
frame f r o m which its leaves es- edges on the plane, stadium,
bridge and turnpikes. T h e etching
cape, a feeling of f r e e d o m ' s invinof the 1912 Mercer represents a
cibility even under c o n f i n e m e n t .
departure f r o m his old technique
" T i p of the Iceberg," thrusting
of
making the car 99 percent of
eastward, is a camera image nicely
the picture. Here the exquisite
capturing motion.
handling of Victorian mansions,
"Airlift of Pretty Things # 1 "
gates, pavements and trees makes
moves upward as the viewer empathe car almost an a f t e r t h o u g h t .
thizes with the kindly, almost
McCombs' pen-and-ink drawh u m a n b o t t o m cube returning to
ings
are reminiscent of t h e oddanother planet. Downward plunge
angled
staircase p h o t o s in every
the cubes, in "Landscape in Cryscamera magazine. Those bodies
tal," like so many geodesic domes
vibrating on the stairs are people
seeking anchorage.
worried about being trapped.
OMINOUS IS the disturbing
There is as little hope for them as
blank canvas cutting across "Airfor the shivering w o m a n who will
lift of Pretty Things # 2 , " while
never leave the t u b in "Bath"Packaged-. Skyscape" .explodes
»>
room.
f r o m the center and breathes a
message of escape belying its title.
David
Smith-Greenwood's
"Floating Images" is refreshing, stoneware p o t t e r y is such a familpure-sparkling
emerald
leaves
iar sight in Holland houses, that
seem poised against a rushing
most of these pieces look ready to
waterfall.
use. T h e grey-blue glazes, the war"Floating F o r m s , " a snarling
like black vases and the Korean
creature with a m o u t h of eels,
raku-process pot are w o r t h mengaudily painted in hot pink and
tioning. his bronze "Self portrait"
red-orange, is a brilliant substitute
makes a reappearance, perhaps to
for an antiseptic, otherworldly
comfort "Woman Singing," the
picture (removed after the premost talked-about piece in the
view) with the same title;
show. '• H
MICHEL'S
"Landscape
in"
"Woman Singing," imagined in
Cubes" crystallizes the tensions
those m o m e n t s between sleep and
most of his paintings evoke, cre- awakening when Smith-Greenates mirror-like images to echo the
wood gets his inspiration (move
confusion and control, and experiover, Coleridge), is a bronze,
ments with color in an eye- asymmetrical, sensual, ecstatic
tingling fashion. I may b u y it
lady, loosely tied t o a school of
when I b e c o m e a wealthy full fish, languishing like bloodsuckers
professor.
between her legs. Wow, you must
Bob Vickers' metallic land- have neat dreams! This chick is,
scapes, designed to challenge a however, far more vital and inmountain climber's sense of place, viting than her predecessor, the
are far more than eye exercises or
legless " S e l f - P o r t r a i t " with the
environmental paeans to the joys
baffling Mona-Lisa smile and sense
of recycling old rags and alumiof resignation. She's more trusting
n u m foil. Vickers concocts natural
and t r u s t w o r t h y , less stoical in
wonders not easy - t o erase f r o m reacting to her predicament.
the mind.
NOT TO BE overshadowed, art
" M A R C H F R O S T " is chillingly
historian
J o h n Wilson contributes
beautiful, and "Siena S u n s e t " is
the perfect vision no photog- a ditto copy of his Art 361 "Slide
rapher will ever capture. With its List," handsomely f r a m e d and
m o u n t e d in gold, red and black.
pockmarked
background
and
Even I could do that' with old
chrome-like surfaces, "Venetian
Baroque" is a warlike work ex- World Lit syllabi!
Time for a kletz cheeseburger
ploding in technicolor virtuosity.
More sober and somber are lovingly prepared by Lynn HamVickers' graphite, ink and water- bleton and Barb Small. Time to
color creations, a series of moun- ponder the ridiculousness of this
tainous (and sometimes monot- article next to the seriousness and
onous) landscapes bespeaking des- dedication of the art faculty.
olation, aloneness and winter. Time to hope that a few readers
will trek to the gallery to test my
Though several are modeled on
crazy notions. Time t o let artists
Italian settings, the paintings have
a Japanese quality, particularly in k n o w that we want to understand.
I wonder if the tenure committhe heavy black brush strokes
suggestive of character callig- tee will give me credit for this as a
published article?
raphy.
jaeac:
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Brubeck to highlight
Performance Series
David Brubeck, considered to
be one of the greatest jazz musicians, will be the first of seven
events presented by the Great
Performance Series of 1974-75.
Most of the performances, free
to students and faculty of the
Hope community, will be held on

Theatre dept.
sells coupons
Hope theater season coupons
will be on sale at the DeWitt
Cultural Center box office beginning Wednesday afternoon. The
coupon, $5.00 for students and
$8.00 for faculty, will admit the
holder to all four shows of the
season at a net savings of 15
percent.
Bertolt Brecht's Mother Courage, described as an intense balladdrama, is now in rehearsal and will
run October 10-12 and 16-19.
Questions can be directed to the
box office at 392-6200.

the Hope campus, either in Dimnent Chapel or in the DeWitt
Cultural Center. The campus performances will encourage the attendance of Hope students and
make it possible to attend multiple performances by the same
performer.
The Holland Concert Association and Hope Cultural Affairs
Committee sponsors the Series
which will begin with Brubeck
and his sons on October 8 in the
Holland Civic Center. On the 28th
and 29th of October, the National
Players, "the oldest a n d ' f i n e s t
classical touring repertory company" will present three performances.
Other performances include
the Kenneth Jewel Chorale appearing November 15 in Dimnent
Chapel, the Vermeer Quartet appearing February 18 in Dimnent
Chapel, the Indianapolis Symphony performing March 19 at
the Holland Civic Center and Jay
Blackett-Mezzo, April 11 in Dimnent Chapel.
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Christian equality
This year's Ministry of Christ's People column will
feature different contributors each week. This
week's comments are by Dr. David Myers, associate
professor of psychology.
I would like t o share some thoughts I have been
trying to work through in recent weeks. Believing
that the gospel has the power to enlighten and
direct man's social and political action, I have been
searching to understand what implications .there
should be from my belief that God loves with equal
depth every human person on the face of the earth.
WE ARE TAUGHT that man is created iii the
image of God and is loved by God. That as a
shepherd cares for one lost sheep and a poor woman
for one lost coin so our Father cares for each human
regardless of his position or social distinction. In His
kingdom the last are first and the exalted are
brought low.
We see Jesus surrounding himself with very
ordinary people and rather than exalt himself, he
washes their feet. And he hugs little children and
says of such is the kingdom of God. He said there is
no distinction between sinner and righteous. For we
are all Adam. We are each a prodigal son. We are all
members of a single human family-brothers and
sisters in our shared human condition.
AND SO PAUL urges Corinthian Christians to set
aside artificial status distinctions within their community.
It
mattered
not
whether
they
were Apollo's persons or Paul's persons. They were
all Christ's persons.
And James writes, "Don't ever attempt, my
brothers, to combine snobbery with faith in our
glorious Lord Jesus Christ! Once you allow any
individual distinctions to creep in, you are -sinning;,
you have broken God's law."
THE CONVICTION that God places value on all
human l i f e - t h e little people of this world
as the big people-ris one of the very first things we
teach our children.
What troubles me is that although we say we
believe it, we very often act as though we do not.
We are partial towards persons who are psychologically immediate for us. I love my children more
than I love students. And I love Hope students more
than I love the students of Tennessee Tech. This is
normal and good when it is at the level of personal
emotion, because love takes_shape as we relate to
persons who are immediate t o our existence. It only
becomes problematic when we enact social policies
which discriminate against groups of people who are
not immediate to our existence.
A FEW CONCRETE examples will illustrate
what I mean. I do not claim God's wisdom on
any of t h e s e - I only intend them to stimulate our
thinking about what it might mean for us to be
radical followers of God's way rather than man's
way in affirming the equal value of every human
life.
At the international level we see that m a n ' s '
primary loyalty is usually to his rtation-state rather
than to the world. As long as American lives were
being lost in Vietnam we were very concerned,
although much less concerned about the much
higher body counts of Vietnamese persons. Now
that the U.S. has managed t o excuse itself we have
forgotten about it. None of us have paid much
attention to the 80,000 Vietnamese who have lost
their lives during the last 18 months of the
continuing war in Vietnam.
WE ARE all familiar with the bumper sticker:
America-love it or leave it. The emphasis is on

OF CHRIST'S
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national pride as in the phrase "peace with h o n o r . "
For the Christian a far more appropriate bumper
sticker would be "The World-love it or leave it."
For God so loved the world.
The Church also shows isolationist trends. My
own denomination (Presbyterian) now keeps a
much higher proportion of its benevolence money
within the state of Michigan and sends far less
overseas than in former times. And yet the magni
tude of human suffering is far greater outside of the
USA than within it. We recognize this and respond
to It only when something gives that suffering
immediacy—when it dents our consciousness. A
foreign cultural experience can do it as can some
other sensory image, such as a picture of a starving
child in sub-Saharan Africa.
NATIONAL SOCIAL policy also tends to reflect
a tendency toward greater mercy for lives
which are immediate and thus discrimination against
human lives which are faceless and remote. A
developing unborn child acquires social value in
direct proportion to t h e immediacy of our perceptions of him. When unborn but not yet an immediate sensory experience its destruction is now a
simple and legal medical act. When unborn but
physically perceived, its destruction becomes morally suspect. When b o m and therefore seen and heard
and touchable, its destruction represents the lowest
form of human barbarity.
I believe President Ford's declaration that his
pardon was not political but an act of conscientious compassion. Richard Nixon is a very real
individual person to him and to a lesser extent t o
the rest of us as well. Thus Mr. Nixon's great
suffering elicits merciful compassion. But of course,
the compassion decreases as people become more
remote. There is still some measure of compassion
for the other Watergate defendants, but none for
the thousands of inmates of jails and prisons. Some
of this latter group also suffered immense humiliation. Gerald Ford did not pardon them, understandably enough because he does not know them. They
have no immediacy for him or for us. And so,
although genuinely merciful toward a friend, Mr.
Ford's action is fundamentally counter Christian.
THIS COUNTER CHRISTIAN tendency for unequal valuing of people extends right into our
campus. We faculty are guilty of it. We have created
a public status hierarchy that serves little functional
purpose-assistant professor, associate professor, full
professor. This seems more like the sort of "invidious distinction" James warned against that the
kingdom of God social order which Jesus proclaimed. A n d in our dealings with students we
sometimes fail to affirm that the quiet C student is
as valuable a life as t h e 3.8 student whom we hope
to reproduce in our o w n image.
Maybe a behavioral check list would help us
search the degree of our real commitment to t h e
Biblical valuing of all human life. Do I, like Jesus,
and the prophets, feel genuine anger when I leam of
the little peopel of this world getting less than equal
treatment? Or am I bored by issues that havejto do
with people who have no immediacy for m e - p e o p l e
who cannot pay the higher grain prices, farm
workers whom I have never seen, prisoners who are
a part of a faceless mass. And second, am I seeking
to make such people more immediate to ray
existence-by active study or experience of foreign
cultures, by seeking out that lonely new student
who is close to almost no one, by constantly striving
to more fully understand and take on the mind of
Jesus Christ,
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Anderson trounced 31-6

Iv»

Dutchmen outfly Ravens
The
Hope College Flying
Dutchmen rolled to their seventh
straight victory in a two year
period by defeating the Anderson
Ravens 31-6 last Saturday. The
Dutch offense overwhelmed the
visitors in amassing 405 yards
while the defense stymied any
scoring attempts by picking off
five passes.
AFTER A SLOW start, Hope's
offense began to move the ball
late in the first quarter. The insertion of Kurt BeYinett at tailback in
the beginning of the second quarter seemed to spark the^ ground
game and opened the way for the
first Bob Carlson to Gary Constant touchdown pass which covered 45 yards. A few minutes
later, Carlson and Constant pulled
a replay of that pass, this time for
21 yards, to make the score 14-0.
Jeff Stewart, after connecting on
the first two extra points^ successfully attempted his second field
goal of the period to make the
score 17-0 with only a few seconds left before the half.
The second half saw the Dutchmen put together their only true
drives of the game. The first of
these was culminated by a short
touchdown run by Bennett, the
point after being added by Jim
Miller to now make it 24-0. With
this. Coach Ray Smith saw fit to
replace his regulars with some of
his many reserves. These men
were also successful in scoring as
back-up fullback Bill Blacquiere
went over for the Dutch's final

Three sports
open season
This week will see the beginning of the fall season for three
sports at Hope.
The golf team opens their
schedule in Grand Rapids today
against Aquinas College, and will
continue on the road while meeting their first MIA A opponent,
Adrian, on Wednesday. Saturday
will see the cross country team
compete in their first meet of the
year, the Olivet Invitational, before hosting the Hope Invitational
on Tuesday.
Saturday is also the day that
the football team will travel t o
Illinois to take on Concordia. The
soccer team will be at home tomorrow against Purdue-Calumet,
and then again with Aquinas on
Wednesday. On Thursday, the
women's field hockey team will
meet their first foe when they
take on Calvin at Van Raalte field.

tally midway through the third
period. Smith then completely
emptied his bench, and only then
was Anderson able to cross the
goal line.
THE OFFENSE was spearheaded by the rushing of Bennett
and fullback Chuck Brooks who
rushed for 78 and 65 yards respectively. Carlson, not often considered a strong passing quarterback,
looked impressive in completing
eight out of ten for 150 yards.
Constant grabbed three of these
for 84 yards with Dave Teater
catching four for a total of 60
yards.
The Dutch defense looked typically strong, yielding yardage
only a couple of times on Anderson drives early in the first quarter, before giving way to reserves
halfway into the third quarter.
The defensive line of Jeff Stewart,
Craig Van Tuinen, Dave Yeiter,
Arde Ranthum, and Bob Lees
kept constant pressure on the
Ravens' quarterback enabling the
defensive secondary to pick off
five errant passes. Those intercepting passes were Jim Ritcheske, to
thwart an early drive, Tom
Barkes, Rick McLouth, Todd
Richardson and Lewis Ten Have.
HOWEVER,
THERE
were
some unfortunate moments as the
Dutchmen lost the services of
defensive starters Jeff Stewart and
Tom O'Brien for a period of two
t o four weeks with torn knee
ligaments and a foot injury, respectively.
As seems t o be normal procedure for coaches, Smith was not
totally satisfied with his team's
performance. He felt offensive execution suffered from opening

Soccer team
drops opener
"We're going to get better,"
stated Coach Glenn Van Wieren
after a 3-1 loss to an excellent
Spring Arbor soccer team. Hope's
lone score came in the second
period on a penalty kick by John
Clough. The Dutchmen went into
the game minus four regular players who were injured, and just two
senior members on this young and
inexperienced club.
The team will make a three
game home stand starting tomorrow before opening MIAA action
against Calvin on October 11.
Tomorcow's contest will pit the
Dutch' against Purdue-Calumet beginning at 1:30 at Van Raalte
field.

Hope adds coaches
to athletic program
The fall sports season has seen
two coaching changes on the athletic scene.
Gordon Brewer isn't a new face
on the Dutch coaching staff for
when he isn't serving as track
coach in the spring, he is Hope's
athletic director. However, because of a back ailment currently
plaguing William Vanderbilt, he
has assumed the position of cross
country coach.
Pete Semeyn has been added to
Ray Smith's football staff as an
assistant offensive line coach.

Semeyn, now enrolled at Western
Theological Seminary, is a 1973
graduate of Hope. For four years
Semeyn lettered in football, and
during his senior year earned AllM1AA accolades as an offensive
guard.

Let Us Outfit
Your
Personality.

game mental lapses, and expressed
concern over their inability t o
mount many sustained drives, a
trademark of past Hope teams.
Smith didn't seem to enjoy the
idea of scoring by way of the air;
rather he desired an offense that
could <4go through, instead of
over, the opposing defense." % Defensively, Smith was pleased with
the play of the line, but was still
unsure of the stability of the
secondary despite the fact that
they held Anderson t o less than
30 yards passing while picking off
threfe passed irf t h e first half.
Coach Smith feels that the
secondary of Ritcheske, Barkes,
McLouth and Bob Coleman 'Vill
get their first real test" and second chance to prove themselves
against another^ strong . passer
when they travel to Concordia
this Saturday.

#3

WINNING F O R M - E x t r a points, along with touchdowns, seemed to
c o m e e a s y ; n Saturday's romp over Anderson.

rom tlk® sSddlm®:
Get involved
by Jon Soderstrom
So you've seen the football team play, and they
naturally won . . . big. Almost t o o big, if that is
possible. You haven't and probably won't, see the.
cross country team run, because a good night at
Skiles' is more interesting. Not that the team isn't
any good, but as Bill Cosby oncejjaid, "Who wants
to see anyone run five miles and puke their guts
out?!"
SOCCER COULD be interesting if you had some
comprehension of the action; which you would if
y o u had gone t o the film last Friday. That leaves
either golf or women's field hockey. As for golf, if
you are going t o do all the walking to follow them
around, you might as well grab a set of clubs and
play yourself.
Then women's field hockey falls prey to the
problems of soccer, in that everyone looks like they
don't know any more about what they are doing
out there than the spectators (which may be true
with all the rule changes).
SO WHAT'S the point, you may ask. Simply
this: if you are tired of watching all the others
create the action, or don't quite comprehend what
is going on, there is another alternative . . . participate. Now don't go off saying that you couldn't
play on the same level as those on the varsity teams.
You don't really have to. The intramural program
would seem to be your calling. Football, softball,
tennis, basketball, volleyball, archery, hockey (indoors, that is) and many other sports are offered.
One doesn't really have to worry about ability, as

any witness to these events would surely attest; for
most games are played purely for the enjoyment of
sport, rather than as a showcase of skill (those jocks
- are usually performing at the intercollegiate level).
THERE ARE TWO leagues in which to enter a
team, Kollen and Fraternity. Although the Kollen
league usually is considered the " r o o k i e " league, it
allows the freshmen a chance to become acquainted
with the system. The Fraternity league has inherited
some spirited rivalries, such as the traditional
Frater-Arkie showdown. It is in cases such as these
that one may somewhat forget .about f u n and have
pride take over. But one really shouldn't fault such
displays, for the championship competition gives
teams the chance to gain campus-wide recognition.
With the added incentive of the All-Intramural
teams that the coaches select after such sports as
touch football, it is only natural for one to want to
win.
INTRAMURALS O F F E R the individual a chance
to get away f r o m the studies for awhile and get
some enjoyable exercise. One isn't under any
pressure to knock themselves out in competing,
rather one is presented with the chance to play in
sports she/he ordinarily wouldn't even think of.
The Intramural Committee has adopted a saying
from Theodore Roosevelt which seems especially
relevant to what they are attempting to accomplish:
It is far more important that, a man should play
something himself, even if he plays it badly, than
he should go to see someone else play it well
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